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Short Stories From Rabindranath Tagore
The sixteen short stories collected here were written between 1891 and 1917 by
the Bengali poet, writer, painter, musician and mystic, Sir Rabindranath Tagore
(1861-1941). Throughout these stories, Tagore's main interest is people and the
kaleidoscope of human emotions, as men and women struggle with the
restrictions and prohibitions of contemporary Hindu society.
Scholastic brings to you the best of Rabindranath Tagore's short stories, keeping
in mind contemporary tastes in reading, especially in young readers. Tagore's
stories are famous for their depiction of human character and relationships. Set
mostly in Bengal's village but universal in nature, the stories give a fair idea of the
culture, society and tradition of Tagore's time.
This Book Is A Myriad Collection Of Short Stories Evolving Out Of The Mystique
Pen Of Rabindranath Tagore. The Sublimity With Which Tagore Depicts Human
Emotions, The Desire To Know The Unknown And The Fierce Spirit Of
Independence Which Breaks Open All Kinds Of Fetters, Both Social And
Psychological, Perhaps Remain Unparalled In Literature. A Certain Distinctive
Mood Personifies Each Of These Stories, Giving Them A Quaint Flavour.
Tagore was the first modern Bengali short story writer. He wrote well over a
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hundred stories. He created stories from his own experience - love, social
relationships, the correspondence between man and nature and the
supernatural. This collection includes tales of mystery ('The Hungry Stones'),
satirical fantasy ('The Kingdom of Cards') and lovable characters like 'The
Cabulliwallah'.
De kleine Maya en haar broer groeien in het Amerika van de jaren dertig op bij
hun zwaar gelovige oma in het straatarme en door en door racistische Zuiden.
Wanneer de kinderen bij hun moeder in St. Louis moeten gaan wonen, wacht
Maya een zware beproeving. Toch groeit ze, mede dankzij de literatuur, uit tot
een jonge vrouw die vertrouwt op haar eigen kracht. Ik weet waarom gekooide
vogels zingen is een autobiografische moderne klassieker die wereldwijd al
talloze lezers heeft geraakt.
My five years' old daughter Mini cannot live without chattering. I really believe
that in all her life she has not wasted a minute in silence. Her mother is often
vexed at this, and would stop her prattle, but I would not. To see Mini quiet is
unnatural, and I cannot bear it long. And so my own talk with her is always lively.
Een jonge Engelsman gaat naar Brussel om vervolgens verliefd te worden op een
onderwijzeres.
The Short Stories Of Rabindranath Tagore, Volume 2. The short story is often viewed as an
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inferior relation to the Novel. But it is an art in itself. To take a story and distil its essence into
fewer pages while keeping character and plot rounded and driven is not an easy task. Many try
and many fail. In this series we look at short stories from many of our most accomplished
writers. Miniature masterpieces with a lot to say. In this volume we examine some of the short
stories of Rabindranath Tagore. And with him we venture to the East. To meet the poet and
story teller who speaks a common language of love and mysticism which continues to convey
valuable insights into universal themes in contemporary society. Rabindranath Tagore
(1861-1941) who was a gifted Bengali Renaissance man, distinguishing himself as a
philosopher, social and political reformer and a popular author in all literary genres. He was
instrumental in an increased freedom for the press and influenced Gandhi and the founders of
modern India. He composed hundreds of songs which are still sung today as they include the
Indian and Bangladesh's national anthems. His prolific literary life has left a legacy of quality
novels, essays and in this volume his shorter works. Gitanjali, one of his most famous works,
earned him the distinction of being the first Asian writer to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature
in 1913. Many of the poems are also available as an audiobook from our sister company
Portable Poetry. Many samples are at our youtube channel http:
//www.youtube.com/user/PortablePoetry?feature=mhee The full volume can be purchased
from iTunes, Amazon and other digital stores. Among our readers are Shyama Perera and
Ghizela Rowe.
The Epithet, Myriad-Minded Which Coleridge Applied To Shakespeare Seems To Be More
Eminently Applicable To Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) Whose Long Life Of Eighty Years
Was Marked By Ceaseless And Torrential Flow Of Creativity Manifested In The Richness And
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Variety Of All Kinds Of Literary Forms Dance, Drama, Music, Painting And Original
Organizational Activities. Whatever He Touched Turned Into Gold. Touching The Kindred
Points Of Heaven And Earth He Was Both A Man Of Action And Of Contemplation, A Seer
And Also A Pioneer In Cooperative Movement, A Writer Of Most Profound Poems And An
Author Of Children S Text-Books Including Books Of Science, A Nationalist And
Internationalist, A Man Of Royal Grandeur Like His Grandfather, A Prince, And An Ascetic Like
His Father, A Maharshi. He Was Both A Poet And A Painter, A Dramatist And An Actor, A
Philosopher And A Social Reformer, An Educationist And A Humanist. In His Philosophy Of
Life The Best Of The East And That Of The West Are Reconciled Into A Harmonious Whole
Enriching The Quality And Substance Of Life Which He Always Saw Steady And Saw It Whole.
His Life Was Marked As Much By Shakespearean Fecundity As By Protean Plasticity. His
Inclusive Mind Aspired After The Universal Man Shining In The Glory Of Creation And Joie De
Vivre.Tagore S Unfailing Faith In Man And Divinity, His Concern For Women And Solicitation
For Children, His Sympathy For The Poor And The Downtrodden, His Philosophical
Speculations And Practical Wisdom, His Perception Of The Zeitgeist And The Evolution Of
Taste All Find Expression In The All-Encompassing Sweep Of His Writings In A Magnificent
Synthesis Of Philosophical Profundity And Aesthetic Luxuriance.With The Passage Of Time
Tagore Has Only Grown In Stature And Is Now Reckoned As An Increasingly Significant And
Complex Personality. Whether Seen As A Great Sentinel Or A Complete Man, The Finest
Exponent Of The Bengal Renaissance Or The Harbinger Of A New Age, A Majestic
Personality Or A Deeply Scarred Individual, It Is Rewarding To Revisit Tagore A Miracle Of
Literary History In The Light Of Modern Criticism.The Essays Included In This Volume Offer
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Illuminating Insights Into Various Facets Of Tagore S Literary Works, Mind And Personality. It
Will Be Found Enjoyable As Well As Useful By Students, Scholars And General Readers.
The three stories in the anthology—The Skeleton, Forsake, and The Solemn Vision—are some
of Tagore's less popular works. But together they emerge as quirky and idiosyncratic, not only
of the writer but also of the age they are set in. Apparent humour with underlying satire binds
the three stories. It is as though the bard is making fun of his characters, and critiquing them
and the society at large, all together. Themes of caste oppression; oppression and
objectification of women, making them pawns in a bigger, more selfish scheme of things
wander in each of the stories. But at the same time each of these stories are subtly subversive.
The people who inhabit this universe act according to their age. And yet, very often they mildly
disrupt the set ways and patterns and bear the consequences.
Rabindranath Tagore - Short StoriesThe Very Best Of Rabindranath Tagore - Short Stories
A Collection Of Short Stories, She Gives Us A Glimpse Of Some Of The Women In
Rabindranath Tagore'S Writing. Through These Stories We Also Come To Know The Social
Conditions In Which Women Were Placed, Almost Always The Victims, And More Interestingly,
Responding Differently Yet With The Same Dignity, How Each Handled The Pressure
Associated With It. The Treatment Of Women And Their Position In Society Was A Serious
Concern To Rabindranath Tagore. Being A Sensitive Man And The Supreme Romantic Poet
Of Bengal, He Understood Women In All Their Joy And Sorrow, Hope And Despair, Their
Yearnings And Their Dreams. The Violence, Both Psychological And Physical, Against Women
In Bengali Society Was All-Pervasive, Cutting Across Class, Caste, Rural And Urban Divide.
Its Functioning Was Sometimes Blatant But Often Subtle, Insidious And Invisible. What Was
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Worse Was That The Society As A Whole, Even The Women, Seemed To Have Got Used To
This Slow Poisoning Without Realizing The Effect It Cumulatively Had On It. There Was Very
Little Protest And The Poison Gradually Had Settled In The 'Body-Society'. Tagore Saw In The
Women Of His Country An Immense Wealth - Their Courage Against All Odds, Their Power Of
Survival Under The Worst Possible Conditions And Oppression, Their Forbearance, Their SelfSacrifice And Gentleness. It Pained Him To See Such Colossal Waste Of So Much Human
Treasure.

K.V. Dominic's monograph on the short stories of Rabindranath Tagore throws
new light on various characters-men, women, and children-with reference to
Tagore's psychological realism, which is well-brought out through the mode of
pathos. The book is noteworthy for its lucid exposition of the nuances of creative
expression unique to Tagore. It is a welcome addtion to the rich storehouse of
criticism on Tagore."
Rabindranath Tagore was a polymath, poet, musician, and artist from the Indian
subcontinent. He reshaped Bengali literature and music, as well as Indian art with
Contextual Modernism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Author of the
"profoundly sensitive, fresh and beautiful verse" of Gitanjali, he became in 1913
the first non-European to win the Nobel Prize in Literature. Tagore's poetic songs
were viewed as spiritual and mercurial; however, his "elegant prose and magical
poetry" remain largely unknown outside Bengal. He is sometimes referred to as
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"the Bard of Bengal". This book contains: - The Cabuliwallah. - The HomeComing. - Onde There Was A King. - The Child's Return. - Master Mashai. Subha. - The Postmaster.
Rabindranath Tagore’s Short Stories, Kshudito Pashan, Kabuliwala and Jibito
O.Mrito, have been translated thrice in a span of around one hundred years from
the original Bengali into English. Various authors have translated each of the
stories in the pre-independence and post-independence era. Some of the
translations remarkably vary from the original Bengali. This is a comparative
study of it.
Selected Short Stories- Rabindranath Tagore
The pages of this book are full of insightful little stories that reveal the simple
truth about life. Asking questions that we usually do not stop to ask ourselves,
and often coming up with answers that are surprising in their simplicity. Every
story sparkles with insights on the human condition, and remain etched in the
mind of the for a long time.
Poet, novelist, painter and musician, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) is the
grand master of Bengali culture. Written during the 1890s, the stories in this
selection brilliantly recreate vivid images of Bengali life and landscapes in their
depiction of peasantry and gentry, casteism, corrupt officialdom and
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dehumanizing poverty. Yet Tagore is first and foremost India's supreme
Romantic poet, and in these stories he can be seen reaching beyond mere
documentary realism towards his own profoundly original vision.
This collection of the short stories of Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore, translated into
English from Bengali, is the first title in a major project undertaken by OUP in collaboration with
Visva-Bharati to publish the English translations of a wide range of Tagore's writings including
poetry, non-fiction prose, and fiction.
A selection of some 350 letters spanning Nobel prize-winning writer Rabindranath Tagore's
entire life - the first to be available to English readers.
Affectionately known as the Bard of Bengal, Rabindranath Tagore was also a celebrated
novelist, short-story writer, essayist and playwright, who introduced new prose and verse forms
into Bengali literature, freeing it from traditional models based on classical Sanskrit. Highly
influential in introducing Indian culture to the West, Tagore is generally regarded as the
outstanding creative artist of early twentieth century India, becoming the first non-European to
receive the Nobel Prize for Literature. The Delphi Poets Series offers readers the works of
literature’s finest poets, with superior formatting. This volume presents Tagore’s collected
works, with related illustrations and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully
illustrated with images relating to Tagore's life and works * Concise introduction to Tagore’s
life and poetry * Images of how the poetry books were first printed, giving your eReader a taste
of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the poems * Many rare translations by the poet
himself, often missed out of other collections * Special chronological and alphabetical contents
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tables for the poetry * Easily locate the poems you want to read * Two novels, including ‘The
Wreck’, first time in digital publishing * Rare short stories and plays * Includes Tagore's letters
- explore the poet's personal correspondence * A generous selection of non-fiction * Features
Edward John Thompson’s seminal biography - discover Tagore's literary life * Scholarly
ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to see our wide range of poet titles CONTENTS: The Life and Poetry
of Rabindranath Tagore Brief Introduction: Rabindranath Tagore The Crescent Moon My
Golden Bengal Gitanjali Fruit-Gathering The Morning Song of India The Fugitive and Other
Poems Stray Birds The Gardener Songs of Kabir Lover’s Gift Crossing Fireflies Miscellaneous
Verses The Poems List of Poems in Chronological Order List of Poems in Alphabetical Order
The Plays Chitra The Cycle of Spring The King of the Dark Chamber The Post Office Malini
Sacrifice The King and the Queen Autumn-Festival Red Oleanders The Waterfall The Trial The
Novels The Home and the World The Wreck The Short Stories The Hungry Stones and Other
Stories Mashi and Other Stories Stories from Tagore Broken Ties and Other Stories
Miscellaneous Short Stories Index of Short Stories The Letters Glimpses of Bengal The NonFiction Creative Unity Nationalism Sadhana: The Realisation of Life The Spirit of Japan The
Autobiography My Reminiscences The Biography Rabindranath Tagore: His Life and Work by
Edward John Thompson Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
poetry titles or buy the entire Delphi Poets Series as a Super Set
Considered as one of the most sensitive and creative writers of his times, Rabindranath
Tagore elevated the genre of short stories to an art-form. Most of his stories revolve around the
life in rural and urban Bengal, beautifully portraying intricate aspects of the nature of society
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and the people in it. Tagore's style merged stark realism with poetic idealism. One can find this
reflecting in over a hundred short stories written by him. Known as a prolific writer from Bengal,
his poems became famous and appreciated across the globe as they carried a message of
India's spiritual heritage. Rabindranath Tagore became the first Indian to be awarded a Nobel
laureate when he won the Nobel Prize for his collection of poems, Gitanjali, in 1913. In spite of
their inherent simplicity, Tagore's stories lead to profound insights of the human mind. They
have a capacity to touch your core and leave you thinking deeply about human values. This
collection contains some famous short stories including: The Postmaster The Cabuliwallah
Subha The Castaway The Hungry Stones The Son of Rashmani The Babus of Nayanjore
Master Mashai The Child's Return The Home-coming The Skeleton The Auspicious Vision The
Riddle Solved Once There Was a King The Victory .......... and many more Tagore, during his
time and even today continues to remain a ?literary institution? that every Indian would love to
read. Embassy Books proudly presents this book as part of the Embassy Classics Series,
which comprises of some of the best literary works of great authors.
some best selected Short Stories Written by Rabindranath Tagore. All are originally written in
Bangla, and translated into English by various writer. those are:MashiThe SkeletonThe
Auspicious VisionThe Supreme NightRaja and RaniThe Trust PropertyThe Riddle SolvedThe
Elder SisterThe River StairsSavedMy Fair NeighbourThe CabuliwallahThe Home-ComingOnce
There Was a KingThe Child's ReturnMaster MashaiSubhaThe Postmaster
This book contains the translations of classic stories, particularly short stories written in Bengali
by the prolific and versatile author and Nobel Laureate, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941). The
dowry system, illusion and superstition, and their evil impacts on human life and the Bengal
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region (now West Bengal and Bangladesh) are some of the striking themes that Tagore has
beautifully dealt with in these stories. While reading this collection of short stories, the reader
will also come across some other issues like the caste system, selfishness and selflessness,
deception, love, etc., which prevailed in the time period Tagore lived in.

Rabindranth Tagore Omnibus I brings six of the author's acclaimed works
together. Gitanjali, his Nobel Prize winning work, is a collection of 103 poems
selected by Tagore from his several Bengali books of poetry. It was largely the
Gitanjali poems that took the western world by storm and led W.B.Yeats to
comment ...(the poems) have stirred my blood as nothing for years... . The Post
Office, rich in symbolism and allegory and mixing simplicity with sophistication, is
hailed as a masterpiece and a world classic. Creative Unity (1922), acclaimed as
the finest and wisest of Tagore's collected essays in English, reveals some of his
fundamental tenets of art and aesthetics, of life and religion and of the 'religion of
the poet.' Tagore was the first modern Bengali short story writer
The poet and sage here appears as a writer for children in a number of veins comic, whimsical, tender, serious. Among the variety of verses to be found here
are delicate pieces originally written for an innovative Bengali textbook; delightful
nonsense poetry and presentations of a child'sdesires and fantasies; and
narrative and didactic poems as simple as they are sober and unpatronizing.
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These verses appear alongside a range of other writing: short plays and
sketches; short stories; chatty tales where everyday life blends with fantasy and
witty philosophizing. The collection isrounded off with a selection from
Rabindranath's accounts of his own childhood. Most of theses pieces have never
been translated before. Many of them would have been considered
untranslatable. The book also contains a wealth of illustrations by Rabindranath
himself, his circle and the members of theSantiniketan community. The book
offers readers a rich insight into one of the most attractive yet least explored
aspects of Rabindranath's life and imagination. More obviously, it constitutes a
treasury of funny, colourful, thoughtful writing touched by the mind of an all-time
genius.
The Short Stories Of Rabindranath Tagore, Volume 1. The short story is often
viewed as an inferior relation to the Novel. But it is an art in itself. To take a story
and distil its essence into fewer pages while keeping character and plot rounded
and driven is not an easy task. Many try and many fail. In this series we look at
short stories from many of our most accomplished writers. Miniature
masterpieces with a lot to say. In this volume we examine some of the short
stories of Rabindranath Tagore. And with him we venture to the East. To meet
the poet and story teller who speaks a common language of love and mysticism
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which continues to convey valuable insights into universal themes in
contemporary society. Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) who was a gifted
Bengali Renaissance man, distinguishing himself as a philosopher, social and
political reformer and a popular author in all literary genres. He was instrumental
in an increased freedom for the press and influenced Gandhi and the founders of
modern India. He composed hundreds of songs which are still sung today as they
include the Indian and Bangladesh's national anthems. His prolific literary life has
left a legacy of quality novels, essays and in this volume his shorter works.
Gitanjali, one of his most famous works, earned him the distinction of being the
first Asian writer to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1913. Many of the
poems are also available as an audiobook from our sister company Portable
Poetry. Many samples are at our youtube channel http:
//www.youtube.com/user/PortablePoetry?feature=mhee The full volume can be
purchased from iTunes, Amazon and other digital stores. Among our readers are
Shyama Perera and Ghizela Rowe
This collection contains some of the gems by Rabindranath Tagore, who
undoubtedly put India on the literary map of the world. These stories hold the
readers enthralled from the opening sentence itself, bringing the various
characters to life in vivid detail.
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The Works of Rabindranath Tagore consist of poems, novels, short stories,
dramas, and essays that Bengali poet and Brahmo philosopher Rabindranath
Tagore created over his lifetime. This ebook presents a collection of all major
works of Tagore. A dynamic table of contents allows you to jump directly to the
work selected. Tagore's literary reputation is disproportionately influenced very
much by regard for his poetry; however, he also wrote novels, essays, short
stories, travelogues, dramas, and thousands of songs. The poems of
Rabindranath Tagore are among the most haunting and tender in Indian and in
world literature, expressing a profound and passionate human yearning. His
ceaselessly inventive works deal with such subjects as the interplay between
God and the world, the eternal and transient, and with the paradox of an
endlessly changing universe that is in tune with unchanging harmonies. Poems
such as 'Earth' and 'In the Eyes of a Peacock' present a picture of natural
processes unaffected by human concerns, while others, as in 'Recovery 14',
convey the poet's bewilderment about his place in the world. Tagore introduced
new prose and verse forms and the use of colloquial language into Bengali
literature, thereby freeing it from traditional models based on classical Sanskrit.
He was highly influential in introducing the best of Indian culture to the West and
vice versa, and he is generally regarded as the outstanding creative artist of
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modern South Asia. (The Complete Works of Rabindranath Tagore by
Rabindranath Tagore, 9788180320798)
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